Catholic Social Teaching: Christian Life in Society

Final Performance Task Options for Unit 3
Important Information for Both Options
The following are the main ideas you are to understand from this unit. They should appear in this final
performance task so your teacher can assess whether you have learned the most essential content.
x

Every sin has both a personal dimension and a social dimension.

x

The Circle of Social Action steps of awareness, analysis, and action can be used to address the
treatment of others in social structures.

x

The Church, the state, and the individual play important roles in God’s plan of salvation.

x

The primary purpose of the media is to be at the service of the common good.

Option 1: Circle of Social Action Prezi or Poster
For this option you will work in a group of two or three students to research an example of unjust
treatment of others somewhere in the world. You will research unjust treatment occurring in
underdeveloped countries, such as Darfur or Afghanistan, or in developed countries such as the United
States or countries in western Europe. If you need help, consult with your teacher. Review article 20, “The
Circle of Social Action,” in the student book to familiarize yourself with the Circle of Social Action. You
have the option of creating a Prezi or SlideRocket presentation online or a poster to display your findings.

Option A: Create a Prezi or SlideRocket
Prezi and SlideRocket are presentation tools similar to PowerPoint but with greater flexibility. Go to either
prezi.com or sliderocket.com and create a free public account. This will allow you to create a presentation
online and either e-mail the link to your teacher or download the presentation to a USB thumb drive or
CD. Both Web sites have tutorials to help you learn how to create a presentation. When your group is
ready, create a Prezi or SlideRocket presenting what you learned from your research on the unjust
treatment of others. Organize the presentation by the three stages of the Circle of Social Action. Be sure
to include the following for each stage:
1. Awareness
x

Describe the context of the injustice. List any social structures involved in this unjust treatment
of others.

x

Describe the suffering caused by the injustice.

x

Describe the primary causes of the suffering and injustice.

2. Analysis
x

Describe any social structures that support this injustice.
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x

Reflect the face of the people being treated unjustly.

x

Provide evidence from your research indicating the scope of the unjust treatment and the social
structures involved.

3. Action
x
x
x

Present actions that can be taken to address this unjust treatment of others.
What long-term actions must be planned to change the social structures and end the injustices?
What realistic actions can you take to make a difference in this situation?

Option B: Create a Poster
For this option you will create a poster presentation of your research on the unjust treatment of others. On
a sheet of poster board, draw a diagram of the three stages of the Circle of Social Action: awareness,
analysis, and action. Label the stages. It may work best to type up all of the written aspects of the poster,
print them out, and paste them to the poster board. Use a variety of colors on the poster, and include
pictures and images as appropriate. Make your poster both informative and attractive. Include the
following elements on the poster for each stage of the Circle of Social Action:
1. Awareness
x

Describe the context of the injustice. List any social structures involved in this unjust treatment
of others.

x

Describe the suffering caused by the injustice.

x

Describe the primary causes of the suffering and injustice.

2. Analysis
x

Describe any social structures that support this injustice.

x

Reflect the face of the people being treated unjustly.

x

Provide evidence based on your research indicating the scope of the unjust treatment and the
social structures involved.

3. Action
x

Present actions that can be taken to address this unjust treatment of others.

x

What long-term actions must be planned to change the social structures and end the injustices?

x

What realistic actions can you take to make a difference in this situation?
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Option 2: Personal Media Audit
This option will help you to analyze the moral content of the electronic media you consume and whether
your use of media is in the service of the common good. Ask your teacher for the handout “Electronic
Media Log” (Document #: TX001972), and use it to observe your use of electronic media—such as video
games, music, television shows, movies and videos, or social media—for one week. Record your findings
on the handout. After completing your media log, follow the procedure listed here:
x
x

Read article 26, “Truth and the Media,” in the student book for a better understanding of media
literacy.
Prepare a presentation on your findings to share with the class. At the end of the one-week period,
synthesize your findings and write a two-page, typed analysis of the electronic media you personally
experienced. The paper should reflect your responses to the following questions:
o

Did your use of media help you to see God in others?

o

Did your use of media help you to identify social sin or social injustice?

o

Did your use of media help you to act in just ways toward others?

o

How did your use of media contribute to the common good?
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